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                                                     Tanak has "bigger things to worry about" than WRC points deficit            The Hyundai driver was tipped among the title contenders this year, but his championship push is yet to ignite, with the Estonian without a podium after three rounds.Tanak finished fourth overall in January’s Monte Carlo opener after a costly mistake Read More
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                                                     How to be an ace engineer: Single-seater performance guru Peter Wyss de Araujo            Swiss engineer Peter Wyss de Araujo has sampled virtually every motorsport discipline from hillclimbing to Formula 1, taking in a successful decade of touring cars and a spell in Formula E along the way. But he’s never stopped learning, and Read More
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                                                     Improving Williams F1 team 'like fixing a cycle puncture while riding it'            The Grove outfit is undergoing updates to its factory infrastructure and changes to its working processes as owner Dorilton Capital tries to move it up the grid.Team principal James Vowles and chief technical officer Pat Fry have both made it Read More
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                                                     Getty Images acquires Motorsport Images            Motorsport Images’ archive contains over 29 million images and more than 8,900 hours of video footage from events set throughout motor racing’s history.With its own story tracing back to 1895 through different guises, Motorsport Images possess shots from the first Read More
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                                                     Gasly driving “like an animal” in difficult Alpine A524 F1 car            The Enstone machine has been clearly benchmarked as the slowest in the 2024 field, and that pattern continued in Australia, where Gasly finished 13th and his team-mate Esteban Ocon was 16th after a brake issue caused an extra pit stop.Gasly says that the speed Read More
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                                                     Wolff: Hamilton not 'looking over the fence' at Ferrari F1 form            Ferrari appears to have eliminated the poor pitstops and questionable strategy calls that have dogged recent seasons. Combined with a seemingly successful focus on improving race pace for 2024, the Scuderia has run Red Bull closest before scoring a 1-2 Read More
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                                                     How a former F1 engineer aims to make motorsport a more diverse world            Since leaving Formula 1, I’ve been able to devote more energy to my passion for broadening participation in motorsport. The penny is dropping: as a community, we’re recognising that we have to do things that are genuine and impactful. But Read More
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                                                     McLaren reshuffles F1 technical team as Sanchez leaves after three months            Sanchez joined McLaren from Ferrari in January among a series of hires to augment the team's engineering staff, but it became apparent that his duties as the technical director in charge of concept and performance were "not aligned" to those Read More
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                                                     Cadillac confirms two-driver Hypercar line-up as Imola WEC entry list announced            Earl Bamber and Alex Lynn will drive the Ganassi-run #2 Cadillac V-Series.R LMDh as a duo in this month’s Imola 6 Hours, round two of the 2024 WEC.Final confirmation of an arrangement that bucks the trend of running three drivers Read More
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                                                     Negotiating F1 and MotoGP TV deals together "a non-starter" - Liberty            On Monday 1 April, American media giant Liberty announced it had acquired 86% ownership of Dorna Sports and the MotoGP World Championship in a blockbuster €4.2 billion deal.The buyout, which is expected to be completed by the end of 2024, Read More
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                                                     Verstappen: "No need to panic" over Red Bull's 2026 F1 engines            In 2026, F1 switches to revised power unit regulations which do away with the expensive and complicated MGU-H system and instead put a bigger emphasis on electric power provided by the MGU-K.F1 will also adopt sustainable fuels for the turbocharged Read More
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                                                     How Verstappen is keeping the F1 driver market hostage            Power struggles at Red Bull may be opening the door for a shock departure of its prized asset Max Verstappen, which would have been unthinkable just weeks ago.Needless to say, the touted possibility of Verstappen activating certain exit clauses to move before Read More
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                                                     The day Montoya gave F1 a shock to the system            The opening races of the 2001 season foreshadowed what would be an era of dominance for Michael Schumacher and Ferrari. After finally defeating McLaren's Mika Hakkinen in 2000 the German would go on to dominate the sport for another four Read More
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                                                     Joey Logano: “It feels good to be towards the front again"            Logano has had a miserable start to the 2024 NASCAR Cup season, with just one top 10 finish in the first six races and four finishes of 22nd or worse, including a pair of DNFs.He didn’t know quite what to Read More
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                                                     RB: F1 midfield battle for last tenths will be "brutal" every weekend            The early races have suggested that the Red Bull, Ferrari, McLaren, Mercedes and Aston Martin teams are set to dominate the top 10 in both qualifying and races, leaving everyone else to challenge for rare opportunities to break into the Read More
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                                                     Hydration tablets helped fuel Greensmith’s Safari WRC2 heroics            The Toksport Skoda driver came down with a stomach bug on the eve of the Safari Rally that marked the start of his WRC2 campaign.The illness left Greensmith severely sapped of energy ahead of the toughest rally on the WRC Read More
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                                                     Liberty "very confident" MotoGP buyout deal will get regulator clearance            On Monday 1 April, Formula 1 owner Liberty announced it had acquired MotoGP and parent company Dorna Sports from Bridgepoint Capital for €4.2 billion.The deal was originally set to be finalised prior to the start of the 2024 MotoGP season, Read More
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                                                     Mercedes protege Antonelli set for maiden F1 test            Mercedes has planned a two-day test from 16 April for its highly-rated junior driver in Austria, where he will take the wheel of the 2021 Mercedes W12.The acclimatisation test will be the 17-year-old's first of several planned F1 outings this Read More
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                                                     Liberty “not planning to change” MotoGP under new ownership            On Monday morning, American media giant Liberty announced it had acquired 86% ownership in MotoGP in a deal worth €4.2 billion.The deal – set to be completed by the end of 2024 – will see Liberty hold ownership of motorsports' Read More
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                                                     Russell expects Mercedes to give new F1 team-mate equal treatment            Mercedes has consistently avoided publicly backing a number one driver during the stints that Nico Rosberg, Valtteri Bottas and now Russell have had alongside Hamilton since 2013.Although the seven-time champion will exit the Silver Arrows at the end of the Read More
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                                                     McLaren will need "another 12 months" to fix F1 weaknesses            McLaren is one of the teams that have progressed the most since the start of last year, with most of its gains coming from mid-2023 upgrade packages that allowed it to finish the season in fourth place.The Woking team started Read More
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                                                     Tsunoda: Not ranting on radio harder than g-force driving an F1 car            Now contesting his fourth top-flight season, Tsunoda has gained a reputation for airing his emotions in public via punchy, sometimes expletive-filled team radio messages.He opened up about “getting heating moments in my brain” in response to a pitwall call to Read More
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                                                     Audi will continue to use works drivers in 2024 despite GT3 exit            In July of last year, Audi announced that it would effectively end its involvement in customer racing as part of a wider restructuring of its motorsport division. This included, among other changes, the disbandment of its roster of factory drivers.However, Read More
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                                                     Why MotoGP fans must be patient and accept some pain with Liberty's takeover            It is a blockbuster deal that will get the financial markets hot and bothered. Liberty Media's acquisition of Dorna Sports from Bridgepoint Capital has come in a deal worth €4.2 billion. That's not bad for a company that was worth Read More
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                                                     F1 owner Liberty Media takes over MotoGP in $4bn deal with Dorna            The American entertainment company, which owns the rights to Formula 1 since 2016, will take over Dorna, which has owned MotoGP since 1992 and also controls WorldSBK and the MotoE World Cup, in a deal valued at €4.2 billion.Liberty Media Read More
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                                                     Larson on Truex contact: "I think he is more mad at Denny"             Larson dominated the first part of the event from pole position before a mid-race caution allowed Truex to take control.Later on, the battle for the win appeared as if it was going to be between Truex and Larson, with Larson beating Read More
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                                                     Truex claims Hamlin "used me up," and questions final restart            Kyle Larson got spun on the frontstretch by Bubba Wallace with one of the originally scheduled 400 laps remaining Sunday night at Richmond (Va.) Raceway which brought out a caution – just the fifth of the night – and sent Read More
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                                                     Hamlin wins Richmond NASCAR Cup race in wild overtime finish            Truex Jr. had dominated what ended up being a very uneventful race – leading 228 of the 407 laps – and appeared to have his first win of the 2024 season well in hand when Kyle Larson got spun out Read More
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                                                     Rain delays start of NASCAR Cup race at Richmond            UPDATE: The race got underway after only a slight delay, starting on wet-weather tires.Rain moved into the Richmond area on Sunday afternoon and remained fairly steady well past the original 7 p.m. ET start time.Should the race end up being Read More
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                                                     When Senna, Brundle and Bellof made their F1 debuts together            It marked the maiden grand prix starts for Stefan Bellof, Ayrton Senna and Martin Brundle – as well as the less heralded Philippe Alliot and Francois Hesnault. Of the bunch, Senna qualified highest – the future three-time world champion taking 17th Read More
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